CFYHA Exec Board Meeting 4.8 7pm
Attendees: Chris Boss, Danny Vinson, Jasen Rintala, Jason Burgess, Amanda Bertsch,
Cheryl Canders
Called to Order: 7:03pm
Equipment Room:
Who will manage it. Thought is that each team will have their team manager be the person
who manages.
We have lots of new equipment that we need to ensure doesnt walk away.
Amanda had Learn to Play parents sign a sheet with gear, they have 30 days to return or
charged a $50 fee.
Everyone was in agreement that a $100 deposit be ok for gear in the future.
Jason Burgess will include this in parent volunteer hours required.
Registration:
Spring is where it is. 28 for the 9U-14U and 15 for the 8U.
Summer Camp is currently at 18. We need more there.
Jessa was approved for a marketing plan for the Summer Camp prior to new board taking over.
Need to see a plan on this. Projected close of registration is May 1. But can we push that out?
Also need a plan to promote the tryout dates.
Program Breakdowns:
Learn to Play - Remain the same
8U Recreational - Remain the same
8U Developmental - Would like to see a possible 1.5 slot for the shared ice day. (8U Rec/8U
Dec or 8U Dec/10-12H)
10/12 House - Remain the same
10U, 12U, 14U Travel - (3) 1 hour sessions weekly. 2 of the sessions shared ice, 1 is full ice for
that team. 1-2 o ice sessions weekly + video review. 2 tournaments + CHL tournament in
budget. Will include more if needed or wanted. Keep game counts the same as USA Hockey
projects (will be more for 12U and 14U than 10U)
Uniforms:
We have been in contact with Pure Hockey, Five Hole, and PSB.
Waiting on info from PSB and Five Hole. Have info from Pure Hockey
Looking to add a 3rd jersey back to the mix. Camo.
Hoping to keep the jersey style the same so we don’t have to order all new jerseys
Newsletter
Things to add: Word of the month (Hockey Mindset)
CC to send Chris the Summer Camp yer.
Newsletter to be sent this weekend.
BP Update:
A call with an update is supposed to be given to us tonight.
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Summer Camp:
Deadline to register is currently 5/1. Can we adjust that
Need Marketing Plan.

Double Rostering:
If we are going to allow this we are going to have to spell out the full info for all parents so they
understand how to go about this process. NO CHL double rostering, etc. MUST be available
to all players not just some.
MEETING END: 7:58pm

